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Overall Aims  
 
1 Hub Design  
 
25 car spaces - east and west. (increase of c. 15 on existing).  
Garden and green space to complement buildings maintained and not 
reduced for additional car spaces. 
 
West car park design and no left turn signage to send cars north not down 
Kings Lane. (residents’ concerns).   
 
Deliveries and disabled space east c/p (positioning to make access easier) .  
 
2  Expectations of car / personal transport  
 
Short term 5-10 years  - existing mix of combustion engine cars with 
increasing electric cars - Traffic strategy is based on this.  
 
Medium term - all electric vehicles - noise /pollution benefits ; increased smart 
car / self-drive car / shared cars will reduce need for car parking spaces.   
 
3  Day to day use - shop / surgery / hall - mainly village / Welland Valley 
users  
 
Encouragement to come on foot - easy access all to buildings - footpath  
 
Disabled parking - east end spaces - shop and surgery access. 
 
Car park and landscaping design and signage - reduce issues of traffic on 
Kings Lane.   
 
Deliveries - mainly shop but also surgery. Drop off / delivery / east end. 
Planning conditions for deliveries apply as existing.  
 
Encourage staff and volunteer (long term) parking at west end. 
 
Policy under day-to-day use - adequate on-site parking. 
 
4  Larger gatherings - 100+ Village Hall - under review 
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Larger gathering* will trigger plans due to need for additional  spaces : 
 
1 - Event Booking form - tickets - pre-booked parking spaces   
2 - Additional car parking spaces - locations? 
3 - Car park marshals.  
4 - Deployment of cones - local lanes 
 
It is envisaged that such events would occur on perhaps 6 times per year.  
 
 
* Village Hall Management will have full control over the number of "large" 
events to be held and whether rented to villagers, or "outsiders".  
Extra charges will need to be made for additional parking and its manage-
ment / marshalling. 
 
—————————————————————————————————— 
Planning Condition 10  
The Hall hereby approved shall not be occupied by more than 100 persons unless 
the shop and surgery are closed for the duration of that function or unless 
alternative parking facilities are provided elsewhere in accordance with a parking 
management plan that shall have been submitted to and approved by the local 
planning authority. 
 
Reason: There is insufficient parking available on site and without these limitations 
vehicles are likely to park on the narrow roads and verges around the site, to the 
detriment of highway safety and causing damage to verges. 
 


